Enzymes have obtained their amazing transformational capabilities through a colossal experiment in the optimization and diversification of protein structure-function relationships carried out over enormous stretches of time [1]. As such, it is critical to understand both the physicochemical properties of a biomolecular system and its history. Thus, the subject of this mini-review is on how both sequence-based bioinformatics and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, particularly those using hybrid Quantum Chemical/Molecular Mechanical (QC/MM, the term QM/MM is also often used) potential energy functions, can be employed to discover the most critical amino acids relating to the enzyme's specific function as well as the atomic details of an enzymatic mechanism. We will highlight some results obtained from our own lab studying sesquiterpene synthases [2] and class D -lactamases[3], two enzyme families known for their evolvability.
Introduction
Enzymes have obtained their amazing transformational capabilities through a colossal experiment in the optimization and diversification of protein structure-function relationships carried out over enormous stretches of time [1] . As such, it is critical to understand both the physicochemical properties of a biomolecular system and its history. Thus, the subject of this mini-review is on how both sequence-based bioinformatics and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, particularly those using hybrid Quantum Chemical/Molecular Mechanical (QC/MM, the term QM/MM is also often used) potential energy functions, can be employed to discover the most critical amino acids relating to the enzyme's specific function as well as the atomic details of an enzymatic mechanism. We will highlight some results obtained from our own lab studying sesquiterpene synthases [2] and class D -lactamases [3] , two enzyme families known for their evolvability.
Comparative analysis of sequence and structural features of extant, mechanistically diverse, enzyme family members can result in the construction of powerful structure-function relationships and continues to dominate enzymatic studies today [4] . Yet, there remains an immense lack of knowledge at the atomic level on how enzymes evolve novel functions especially when residues outside the active site play a central role in this evolution. Some of the now classical studies of molecular adaptation, on topics such as insecticide resistance [5] , color vision [6] , antibiotic resistance [7] [8] [9] , cofactor selectivity [10, 11] , hormone receptor selectivity [12] [13] [14] as well as those from directed evolution [15] , have uncovered a complex network of interactions often involving residues outside the active site. These studies have elucidated structure-function relationships that otherwise would have remained hidden with conventional analyses [1] . In addition, they have revealed stability-function trade-offs [16] [17] [18] , promiscuity of ancestral proteins [19] , and the profound concept of functional epistasis [20] . Functional epistasis is defined here as the phenotypic consequences of a mutation depending on the genetic sequence in which it occurs [21] . Epistasis restricts the evolutionary pathway to novel functions so that adaptive walks through sequence space must be acquired in a particular order and through a rugged functional landscape to avoid non-functional intermediates; an idea pioneered by Linus Pauling and Emile Zuckerkandl in a summary of their research [22] and by the evolutionary biologist John Maynard Smith in response to an attack on the concept of natural selection [23] . These studies obligate us to seek answers to broader, more fundamental questions [24] such as, "Does functional evolution proceed by a few mutations of large effect or by many mutations each of small effect?"; "Could alternative solutions to the same problem have evolved and if so how might they differ in sequence, structure and mechanism?"; "What role does epistasis have in structuring evolutionary trajectories?" and "Can we predict the course of genetic evolution?" [25] . The answers to these questions have deep implications for unlocking nature's fundamental design principles, understanding chemical allostery [26] and for developing totally new strategies for the rational design of molecules to control biochemical processes [27] . Achieving these remarkable insights into protein structure and function evolution will require a multi-disciplinary approach involving cutting-edge molecular biology, structural biology, bioinformatics and molecular modeling methods.
Enzymatic catalytic cycles often involve several chemical steps requiring the stabilization of multiple intermediate and transition states during catalysis. In principle, their active sites could be preorganized to catalyze all of the chemical reactions involved (a principle championed by Arieh Warshel [28]) minimizing any reorganizational motions required to meet the demands of subsequent steps. This principle was demonstrated in a study of serine esterases [29] . However, if the active site reorganization needed to achieve catalysis of a subsequent step involves, for example, a conformational change, then evolution could have acted to 1) lower the energetic cost of reorganization and/or 2) evolve a novel function. In the latter case, protein fluctuations [30] play an important role in the mechanism and in understanding its evolution of novel function. In addition, the study of enzymes that show changes in catalytic activity upon mutation of residues distant from the active site presents a clear opportunity to better understand 1) allosteric principles [31,32] to control, not just the binding of a substrate to the enzyme but also its reactivity with implications for the design of new natural products and the chemical rescue of disease proteins [33, 34] , and 2) the vast neutral sequence space of proteins that endows them with two seemingly conflicting properties; robustness and evolvability [35] .
Molecular Phylogenetics
Molecular phylogenetics is now ubiquitous in most branches of biology [36] but can also be leveraged to make decisions on the type and locations of specific residues (those that are highly conserved or conserved only within an orthologous group) that would yield the most insight into structure-function relationships as well as aid in the
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design of species-specific inhibitors. This section describes the individual steps in carrying out a phylogenetic analysis and analyses based on a multiple sequence alignment (MSA). The initial step in a molecular phylogenetic analysis of an enzyme family is to gather enough protein sequences of sufficient variety in order to generate robust hypotheses from the subsequent analyses. For example, if a researcher would like to determine what residues are critical for specificity, then the data set must obviously contain several known paralagous members or sub-groups. Often, a BLAST [37] [45] . Yet, only in the relatively simple cases, do MSA programs get the entire alignment "correct" (as judged by comparison to a 3D structural alignment). Careful inspection and adjustment of the MSA should then be performed in some editor, like Genedoc [46] or Jalview [47] since even a highly conserved residue can be misaligned depending upon the degree of conservation in adjacent residues. Still, editing a large MSA can be a daunting task even with the help of an editor. Therefore, our group uses the Meme program [48] with the zoops model (zero or one motif per sequences) to search for the most conserved patterns or motifs ranging in length between six and 50 residues over the entire list of sequences. We have found that these parameters to MEME generally return motifs that are immensely useful for efficiently refining MSAs with the Genedoc editor (patterns/motifs are assigned a color which is highlighted over the MSA wherever the motif occurs, sb.nrbsc.org) as well as assisting in assigning sequences to groups (described in more detail below). The information content of a motif is determined by the conservation of residues along the motif, the length of the motif and the distribution of the motif residues in the submitted dataset [48] . In addition, a structural alignment of several 3-dimensional structures from the enzyme family can be performed with programs like STAMP within the MultiSeq module [49] contained within the VMD program [50] and used to assist in the MSA refinement. There are several very good multiple structure alignment programs [51] that all have similar performance when trying to align two proteins of similar length that share the same fold. The final MSA can then be designated "high-resolution" to distinguish it from the raw MSA program output.
The quality of a phylogenetic tree is highly dependent on the quality of the MSA and the regions included for tree construction [52, 53] . Therefore, the final MSA must be trimmed by deleting sections where the alignment is equivocal; primarily this trimming occurs at the N-and C-termini. Several automated programs, such as trimAl [54] and GBlocks [55] , can be used to perform alignment trimming, though our manual trimming exercises have always resulted in trees with higher bootstrap values. The trimmed MSA file can then be used to create a distance-based phylogenetic tree or one based on maximum parsimony, Bayesian or maximum likelihood methods [36] . Once complete, several viewers are available for phylogenetic tree visualization [46] . Finally, organizing all of this sequence information and communicating the results to colleagues can still be problematic and tedious. Therefore, our group has developed a suite of utilities called HarvestSeq (sb.nrbsc.org) that will retrieve the functional characteristics for all sequences, order the MSA file based on the phylogenetic tree and perform other information gathering tasks and analyses.
The resulting phylogenetic tree can be used as a guide along with the gathered metadata on the sequences to partition the sequences into separate groups, typically those that cluster together with high bootstrap support. When the set of sequences is of a protein superfamily, the sequences cluster according to shared biochemical function. Sequences that have been incorrectly annotated are readily identified and with maximum likelihood or Bayesian methods, ancestral sequences can be inferred [56] . The construction of ancestral sequences has provided a wealth of information on how enzymes evolve new functions [56] . Other programs based on principle component analysis [57] and n-gram analysis [58] offer different but complimentary ways of grouping sequences. The MSA and a partitioning of sequences into defined groups can then serve as input to the GEnt program [3] that identifies amino acid residues characteristic of sub-groups within a set of orthologous proteins or characteristic of individual protein families within a collection of paralogous proteins. These characteristic residues are identified as having 1) low overall family relative entropy defined as:
where for each of the 20 amino acids pi is the fraction of residue type i at that alignment position, and qi is the fraction of residue type i expected in a random sequence. qi is usually taken from an appropriate non-redundant database and 2) high group cross-entropy computed as:
where pi is the fraction of residue type i at a particular position in the alignment for sequences in the predefined group while qi is the fraction of residue type i at that position for sequences not in the predefined group. Often these group-specific residues are most responsible for changes in biochemical properties like substrate selectivity. We have observed in several analyses of protein families that group-specific residues often cluster around highly conserved active site residues, but that some can be quite distant which strongly suggests some stability-function tradeoff relationship. By probing the order that these residues may have appeared in their respective lineage yields insights into the how enzymes may evolve novel functions. Other programs that identify specificity determining positions though the algorithmic details are different include SDPFox [59], SPEER [60] , and multi-Harmony [61] . The programs also differ in the way they treat columns in the MSA that contain gaps. Another program often highlighted in these discussions is Evolutionary Trace [62] though this program does not appear to distinguish between identifying strictly conserved and specificity-determining residues. It should be emphasized that these programs should be viewed as hypothesis generation devices since what properties constitute a group can change depending on the question you ask (see section on Sesquiterpene Synthases).
Hybrid Quantum Chemical/Molecular Mechanical Methods
Hybrid QC/MM potentials were first described by Warshel and Levitt [63] in a simulation of the lysozyme reaction. They were developed and continue to be extensively used to investigate the
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atomic and sub-atomic details of enzymatic reactions due to the high computational cost of QC methods, which are necessary for accurately modeling the electronic reorganization that occurs upon chemical bonds being broken and created, but with a goal of accurately treating the heterogeneous environment of the active site. The total potential energy in these simulations is the sum of three terms; one for the atoms in the QC region, one for those in the surrounding MM region and a term that describes the interactions between the two (see Figure 1 ). The methods have been the subject of numerous excellent reviews [64] [65] [66] [67] . Despite their more widespread use, numerous challenges remain, including finding an appropriate model chemistry that can accurately represent the large (by QC standards) enzyme "active site" and a definition of the reaction coordinate. Furthermore, if free energy profiles/surfaces obtained by umbrella-sampled molecular dynamics simulations along a reaction coordinate(s) are desired, then some compromises in the QC potential must be made. Usually this requires the employment of semi empirical molecular orbital (SMO) methods [68] that are computationally efficient due to approximations of many two-electron integrals and the representation of valence electrons only. Other approximate methods based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) are also often employed [69] . All of these methods can suffer from the lack of quantitative accuracy that may be needed in order to distinguish one mechanism from another [70] . A well-established method for correcting the free energy profiles/surfaces derived from hybrid SMO/MM simulations that employs higher level QC results as a reference and spline functions that interpolate between the low and high level methods [71, 72] and which has been demonstrated to improve the free energy profiles/surfaces and result in calculated rate constants in good agreement with experiment.
Two of the major challenges in determining an enzymatic mechanism through QC/MM simulations, besides those already mentioned, is 1) representing the correct protonation states of active site residues in the Michaelis-Menten complex and 2) simulating lowbarrier proton transfer reactions that may have a nuclear dynamical or tunneling component [73] and that may occur either step-wise or concerted with nucleophilic attacks. 
Sesquiterpene synthases
Plant sesquiterpene synthases, a subset of the terpene synthase superfamily, are a mechanistically diverse family of enzymes capable of synthesizing hundreds of complex compounds with high regio-and stereospecificity and are of biological importance due to their role in plant defense mechanisms. Several excellent reviews on the larger terpene synthase family are available covering the essential enzymatic transformations, structural biology and phylogenetics [82] [83] [84] [85] . Sesquiterpene synthases bind farnesyl diphosphate and three divalent Mg2+ ions. Sesquiterpene biosynthesis is initiated by ionization of the C1-OPP bond generating a reactive carbocation (see Figure 2 for a depiction of the unfolded form) and the first major important branching of a mechanistic network. At this point, the diphosphate moiety can then bind to C3, isomerize about the C2-C3 bond, and then ionize the C3-OPP bond to form the reactive nerolidyl carbocation. Carbocations can be quenched by proton transfer from the intermediate to the enzyme or by addition of water molecules at any point along the mechanistic decision network. Otherwise, the synthesis can proceed through an intermolecular electrophilic attack on one of the two double bonds of the substrate to form a cyclic species. Possible subsequent reactions include hydride shifts, proton transfers, methyl or methylene shifts, and further intermolecular electrophilic additions. Sesquiterpene synthases span a large range of specificity. Increasingly, similar catalytic versatility is being discovered in several protein families and may be an inherent property of enzymes [86, 87] . Such secondary catalytic activities can become the primary activity through gene duplication and subsequent divergence as well as the starting points for directed evolution in protein engineering applications [15] . Understanding these secondary activities may help lower attrition rates in drug discovery programs and identify drug interaction surfaces less susceptible to escape mutations [88] .
In a recent study of sesquiterpene synthases (that encompasses all the hallmarks of the classical molecular evolution studies previously noted) in which a 5-epi-aristolocholene synthase (5EAS) was transformed to a premnaspirodiene synthase (PSDS) through mutational swaps of nine residues (none of which make specific contacts with the substrate) as well as experimental classification of all 512 proteins with different combinations of these nine residues, a functional landscape underlying the evolution of sesquiterpene chemical diversity was revealed (see Figures 2 and 3) [89]. The catalytic cycle of both synthases passes through several common intermediate states and only diverges in the last few chemical steps with some mutants along this putative evolutionary swath producing 4-epi-eremophilene, a product with hybrid activity; possibly ancestral to both enzymes. Also of significance, the mutants exhibited functional epistasis by the fact that 1) no single amino acid correlated with the product distribution and 2) the effect of a mutation depended on the state of the other eight residues. While these studies on sesquiterpene synthases are highly innovative and relevant to the task of seeking fundamental enzyme design principles, a decisive physicochemical explanation for the evolution of novel sesquiterpene synthase function is lacking. Therefore, our lab began investigating these details by first performing an extensive molecular phylogenetic analysis and then leveraging this information to support mechanistic conclusions obtained from atomic MD simulations [2] . Uncovering the biophysical principles governing a functional landscape can assist in narrowing the many possible evolutionary pathways to novel functions [9] ; information that deepens our knowledge of structurefunction relationships.
Our recently published molecular phylogenetic analysis of the plant sesquiterpene synthase family has been, and can in the future, be utilized to support conclusions from the simulations and to leverage experimental results on sesquiterpene synthases from other branches of the phylogenetic tree [2] . The number and complexity of sesquiterpene products had in the past inhibited the use of phylogenetic analysis for constructing sequence-function relationships because of uncertainties in the statistical relevance of the resulting inferences. However, through a carefully-crafted multiple sequence alignment of ~200 plant sesquiterpene synthases using the procedures described in the Molecular Phylogenetics section, we observed that all sequences that cluster together on the phylogenetic tree into welldefined groups share at least the first reaction in the catalytic mechanism subsequent to the initial ionization step and many share steps beyond this, down to proton transfers between the enzyme and substrate. The multiple sequence alignment showed 15 highly conserved residues (95% and above) in the C-terminal catalytic domain, five of which are outside the active site. Most significant was the previously unreported high conservation of a Tyr520-Asp444-Asp525 triad (numbering according to the Nicotiana tobacum sequence for which there is a structure, see Figure 4 ). Given the high conservation of the Asp444-Tyr-520-Asp-525 triad, its position relative to a folded substrate analogue [90] , the demonstration of its importance in generating (+)-germacrene A either as an intermediate or product [91] , and our own atomistic MD simulations of the eudesmane carbocation in 5EAS, and finally the absence of likely proton donors/acceptors in other parts of many plant sTS active sites, we proposed that this triad is an important functional element responsible for many proton transfers to and from the substrate and intermediates along the plant sesquiterpene synthase catalytic cycle. Though this triad is obviously not the key to understanding all of plant sTS enzymatic chemistry, we nevertheless proposed that the triad can be tuned in a variety of ways to generate a diversity of products. These include 1) substituting residues on the opposite side of the active site forcing the farnesyl diphosphate to fold in different ways so that through both mechanisms the triad will donate/abstract protons to and from different carbons and 2) substituting residues surrounding the triad to shift their position relative to the substrate and/or intermediates. Finally, these results highlight what insights can be gained and a wealth of hypotheses that can arise from a phylogenetic analysis coupled to molecular modeling of the substrate/intermediate-enzyme complex. Developing these hypotheses was critical to our efforts to dissect the 5EAS mechanism further by hybrid QC/MM methods.
The first structural models of a plant sesquiterpene synthase [90] based on x-ray crystallography presented enough information to propose a full mechanism for the many chemical steps in transforming farnesyl pyrophosphate to its product, 5-epi-aristolocholene (5EA). Part of this mechanism has gained experimental support [91] , though the latter steps that form the basis of functional divergence remain to be fully explained. Furthermore, much is still unknown about the atomic details of many sesquiterpene synthase mechanisms, even though the intrinsic reactivity of the substrate has in several cases been elucidated through quantum chemical calculations [92, 93] . A QC/MM simulation study on a fungal aristolocholene synthase discovered an energetically feasible intramolecular proton transfer reaction leading to formation of the eudesmane carbocation as well as determining the functional roles of active site residues [94] . Another QC/MM study on a closely related bornyl diphosphate synthase revealed how the electrostatic environment of the enzyme's active site steered the substrate to its' final product [95] . Due to the transient nature of so many intermediate states along terpene synthase catalytic cycles, it is extremely difficult to experimentally determine reaction rates or thermodynamic data for the individual reactions. In addition, simulation studies on terpene synthases are quite challenging due to the fact that the enzymes' contribution to catalysis may be relatively subtle with residues appearing to act in concert and ones outside the active site affecting product distributions [89] . Past QC calculations on the methyl and methylene transfer reactions emanating from the eudesmane carbocation in 5EAS [96] have primarily served to amplify the mystery behind the physicochemical properties that control sesquiterpene synthase product distributions. These reactions could be under thermodynamic or kinetic control. The enzyme may preferentially stabilize the non-classical carbocation (carbonium ions) structures that occur along both of these reaction paths. Yet, our latest simulation results (manuscript in preparation) employing QC/MM methods and representation of the fully solvated 5EAS-eudesmane carbocation intermediate reveals the basis for 5EAS specificity is the preferential stabilization of the 4-epi-eremophilenyl intermediate (see Figure 2) over the premnaspirodienyl intermediate. The calculated free energy barrier for both reactions is very low, around 5-6 kcal/mol. The free energy differences, on the other hand, are exergonic for the methyl transfer reaction and endergonic for the methylene transfer. The methyl transfer reaction from the eudesmane carbocation is favored in 5EAS in part because the active site forms a "cage" around the substrate's isoprenyl group which is not "disturbed" by the methyl transfer reaction. In contrast, the methylene transfer reaction results in a more substantial change in the shape of the intermediate and several steric clashes occur between the isoprenyl group of the substrate and surrounding residues. Furthermore, the catalytic triad of Asp444-Tyr520-Asp525 is favorably positioned to abstract the proton from C8 of the 4-epieremophilenyl carbocation resulting in 5EA product formation. Thus, there are multiple structural and functional requirements for specificity to arise in 5EAS. Further examination of this functional landscape [89] through hybrid QC/MM simulations could provide direction on how to engineer these enzymes to be less promiscuous and biosynthesize completely new natural products.
Class D -lactamases
Because of their safety and efficacy, β-lactams still constitute the most widely used antibiotics that inhibit bacterial cell-wall transpeptidases (PBPs -Penicilin Binding Proteins). Bacteria's most important resistance mechanism relies on the scavenging potential of β-lactamases to break the amide bond before antibiotics reach their cellular target. The reaction is a two-step process: 1) acylation of the enzyme Ser residue followed by 2) deacylation and release of the cleaved antibiotic (see Figure 5 ). Phylogenetic analysis divides the β-lactamases into groups A, C, D (serine hydrolases) and B (metalloenzymes). The remarkable variety of β-lactamases, the rapid rate of their evolution and acquisition of resistance towards newly developed 
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drugs make it of prime importance for us to understand fully their sequence-structure-function relationships and evolutionary mechanisms towards antibiotic resistance in order to break the current cycle of drug development followed by resistance. Class D, often referred to as OXA, after several initially classified members demonstrated unusually high hydrolysis efficacy against oxacillin, is the most diverse group of β-lactamases, most recently identified, and also the least studied [97, 98] . They possess a remarkably diverse range of hydrolytic profiles encompassing penicillins, cephems (including third generation drugs: cefotaxime and ceftazidime) as well as carbapenems [98] . Interestingly, however, to date no class D enzyme has shown ability to hydrolyze both extended spectrum cephalosporins and carbapenems [98, 99] .
Class D is one of two known enzymes that employ a posttranslational carboxylation of a lysine residue as part of their catalytic machinery. This carboxylated lysine (Lys70) is crucial for activating a water molecule for the deacylation reaction and likely acts as a general base to abstract a proton from the absolutely conserved Ser67 that initiates nucleophilic attack on the β-lactam ring. Our recently published phylogenetic analysis of class D enabled the division/classifying of the sequences into distinct groups [3] . Pairwise sequence identities within these groups were very small (as low as 22% in the largest group), yet there were distinct signatures or group-specific residues that allowed us to uniquely demarcate the groups. These group-specific residues are mainly located adjacent to the active site with their van der Waals surfaces in contact with the binding pocket. Thus they are likely to modulate the properties of the conserved active site catalytic residues [21, 100] and may correlate with the enzyme's spectrum of activity (see Figure 6 ). In addition, their location outside the active site may have only a minimal effect on protein stability [16] . The largest sub-group of class D sequences (OXA-1 subgroup) made up of α-, β-, and γ-proteobacteria also contains a group-specific Cys pair. In the OXA-1 crystal structure (PDB entry 3ISG [101] ) this Cys pair is positioned to form a disulfide bond and our analysis of the deposited electron density map reveals that both the reduced and oxidized forms are present in apo OXA-1 (PDB entry 1M6K [102] ). The reducing cytoplasmic environment of the E. coli expression system is responsible for partial or complete reduction of the disulfide bond and its apparent absence in the OXA-1 3ISG crystal structure. Patterns of evolutionary constraint seen in our analyses support the prediction that formation of this disulfide bond in an oxidizing environment may be important for survival by maintaining the hydrophobic core of the enzyme.
Additional support to this hypothesis is provided by the fact that P. aeruginosa group (OXA-10 group) also contains a group-specific disulfide-bonded Cys pair -located on the opposite end of the same segment of β-sheet (PDB entry 1K57 [103] ). Alternatively, the increased stabilization of this region may have an impact on the dynamic behavior of the active site. Long timescale (several microseconds) MD simulations using classical MM force fields showed that when the Cys pair is in a reduced state, the active site becomes disorganized which if accurate would also lead to decarboxylation of the Lys sidechain and destruction of the enzyme's function (manuscript in preparation) while in the oxidized state the active site remained stable.
Summary and Outlook
The mechanistic details of enzymatic reactions obtained from hybrid QC/MM simulations combined with identification of amino acid residues critical for the maintenance and diversity of function within a enzyme (super)family is a powerful approach for elucidating enzyme design principles. This information can then be leveraged to design enzymes for environmental remediation, energy production, the prediction of antibiotic resistance and the production of therapeutic compounds. The use of QC/MM methods to investigate enzymatic reactions still requires some expertise. The resulting free energy profiles or surfaces can be very sensitive to the initial coordinates, protonation states of surrounding residues, the QC method, and the length of umbrella sampling simulations [104] . Nevertheless, there have been significant improvements in software employing QC/MM methods over the last ten years since the authors began using them. We can expect to see further improvement in semiempirical molecular orbital parameterizations and methods which will enable faster exploration of possible reactive configurations as well as the generation of initial reaction paths that can be refined with higher level QC methods. But possibly more importantly is that in the future we will increasingly see the atomic and subatomic level details of enzyme reaction mechanisms interpreted within the context of its evolutionary history using molecular phylogenetics. One of the main limitations in this endeavor today is the fact that so many sequences are uncharacterized or even mischaracterized [105] . Assignment of function by homology may only be successful at relatively high sequence identities. Beyond this, the enzyme may carry out essentially the same catalytic chemistry but on very different substrates. Until this problem is remedied, the value of the sequence data will not reach its full potential benefit for use in enzyme design. For example, if a much larger percentage of plant sesquiterpene synthase sequences had experimentally determined functions, then analyses could be performed on the MSA to determine what residues are most responsible for traversing the nerolidyl pathway versus the trans pathway. Nevertheless, these are exciting times for computational biochemists who have an amazing opportunity to utilize both atomicscale MD simulations, using both MM and QC/MM potential energy functions, and molecular phylogenetics in their research that will provide results and subsequent stories (publications), one could argue, that can stand aside some of the past classical studies of adaptation and begin to provide robust answers to the challenging questions posed in this review. 
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